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Gustav Elfving’s Contribution to the
Emergence of the Optimal Experimental
Design Theory
J. Fellman

Abstract. Gustav Elfving contributed to the genesis of optimal experi-
mental design theory with several papers mainly in the 1950s. These
papers are presented and briefly analyzed. The connections between
Elfving’s results and the results of his successors are elucidated to stress
the relevance of Elfving’s impact on the development of optimal design
theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In general, Gustav Elfving’s research activity in
mathematics and statistics was characterized by a
broad spectrum of interests. His contributions to the
development of optimal experimental design theory
which were published mainly in the 1950s are dis-
cussed in this paper. During that decade I graduated
and started as a postgraduate student of Elfving
and he guided me into the study of optimal design
theory. Therefore, I had the opportunity to closely
follow this part of his scientific activity.

In the following I shall give some comments on
Elfving’s results in optimal design theory and my
personal evaluation of their significance for the
general development of this part of statistics. Elfv-
ing’s contributions to other parts of mathematics
and statistics have been discussed by Mäkeläinen
(1990) and, in this isssue, by Nordström (1999).
To everybody familiar with the present status of
optimal experimental design theory, Elfving’s math-
ematical style may seem to be somewhat out of
date. A heavy arsenal of mathematical technicali-
ties that can be found in almost every paper today
is usually not found in his work. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that he was mainly interested in
new and fundamental ideas and tried to investigate
these with a minimum of mathematical sophistica-
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tion. Thoughtful reasoning and a search for deep
understanding of the problems are central charac-
teristics of his papers. Therefore, a careful reading
of the reasoning in his papers shows that the origin
of many problems that are still of general inter-
est emanates from, or at least can be found in, his
articles.

Some of Elfving’s papers are published in journals
not easily found by the international community of
statisticians. Therefore, the purpose of this paper
is to revive his papers and to call young scientists’s
attention to them. In the following, I neither discuss
the papers in chronological order nor intend to give
an exhaustive presentation of them.

For readers interested in more general presen-
tations of the whole field of optimal experimental
design there are the monographs by Fedorov (1972),
Silvey (1980), Pazman (1986), Atkinson and Donev
(1992) and Pukelsheim (1993). In this connection,
we make special note that Pukelsheim (1993) gives
short biographical sketches of Charles Loewner,
Gustav Elfving and Jack Kiefer. Recently, Fellman
(1997) has discussed the history of statistical sci-
ence in Finland and the forerunners, including
Elfving.

2. ELFVING’S CONTRIBUTIONS

In the history of optimal experimental design
theory, Elfving’s classical paper of 1952 is probably
one of the most central contributions. After more
than four decades it is still frequently cited. In this
paper he studied C-optimal and A-optimal exper-
imental designs long before these concepts were
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coined. For the former the optimality criterion is
the variance of the estimate of a linear parametric
function c′α. For the latter the criterion is the sum
of the variances of the estimates of all the param-
eters. Although he considered the problems mainly
in two dimensions and assumed differentiability
of the optimality criterion and nonsingularity of
the information matrix, he obtained elegant results
which proved to be essential for the development of
optimal design theory and gave strong stimulus to
succeeding research. Within his framework he gave
the first optimality criterion according to which
one can decide if an observation is relevant or not.
Almost all later developed optimality criteria go
back to, or have their flavor from, Elfving’s initial
criterion.

His main results are the following. Consider a set
of potential observations

yi = x′iα+ εi; i = 1; : : : ;N;

and assume homoscedastic and uncorrelated errors
εi. The problem is to estimate a linear parametric
function θ = a′α with minimum variance.

To obtain an optimal estimate of θ we select
among the possible observations a subset of obser-
vations and realize the chosen observations in a
specific proportion of the number of observations to
be taken. For a given optimality criterion we have
to divide the observations in relevant and irrelevant
ones. An observation is irrelevant if its inclusion
in the subset implies that optimality cannot be ob-
tained; otherwise the observation is relevant. Two
questions are raised. Which of the observations
are relevant and should be included in the opti-
mal set and what is the optimal proportion of the
sample size in which these observations should be
realized?

Irrespective of the given linear parametric func-
tion θ, the convex hull 5 of the observation vectors,
that is, the convex polyhedron spanned by the set
of the coefficient vectors ±xi �i = 1; : : : ;N�, plays a
central role. Elfving (1952) proves that only obser-
vations whose vectors lie on the border of the poly-
hedron 5 can be relevant. Starting from the para-
metric function θ = a′α, he defines the scalar kc
such that the vector a = kcac. The optimum is ob-
tained if ac lies on the border of 5. After changing
some observations yi to −yi and after appropriate
renumbering of the observations, the vector ac can
be written

ac =
k∑
i=1

pi xi;

where pi > 0 �i = 1; : : : ; k� and
�
pi = 1 and

x1; : : : ; xk lie on the border of 5. With this nota-

tion, the optimal set for estimation of θ = a′α
is �y1; : : : ; yk� and the optimal allocation is
�p1; : : : ; pk�. Using these geometric arguments,
Elfving shows that the maximal number of dis-
tinct relevant observations k equals the dimension
of the observation vectors. He also notes that the
number of distinct observations in the optimal ex-
periment may be smaller than k. This is the case
when the vector ac lies on an edge of the polyhe-
dron. These results are geometrically explained in
Fig. 1, which is a reprint of Elfving’s classical fig-
ure. The condition that an observation is relevant
and the proportion in which this observation should
be included in the optimal experiment are given by
Elfving entirely in geometric terms. He also points
out how to generalize the two-dimensional results
to models with three parameters. For models with
more than three parameters, he states that the
geometric rule must be replaced by an algebraic
procedure. Such procedures were finally given by
his successors.

Successors of Elfving have generalized his geo-
metrical findings. In my thesis, I proved that the
polyhedron 5 discriminates between relevant and
irrelevant observations under very general optimal-
ity criteria (Fellman 1974, Theorem 2.1.2). Let the
optimality criterion be q�M�, where M is the infor-
mation matrix of the experiment, let minq�M� de-
note optimality and let <L be the Loewner ordering
of nonnegative definite matrices. Then the only re-
striction on the criterion q�·� is that M1 <L M2 im-
plies q�M1� ≥ q�M2�. My theorem holds also when
singularity is allowed in the information matrix M.
Recently the polyhedron 5 and the geometric re-
sults concerning optimality criteria of Elfving have

Fig. 1. Convex hull of the potential observations (after Elfving,
1952).
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been discussed and generalized by Dette (1993a, b),
Dette, Heiligers and Studden (1995) and Dette and
Studden (1993).

In the paper “Convex sets in statistics” (1953)
presented at the Twelfth Scandinavian Congress
of Mathematicians and in “A unified approach to
the allocation problem in sampling theory” (1954a),
Elfving uses similar convexity argument in a more
general framework. He introduces a �1/2�k�k + 1�-
dimensional space of symmetric k × k matrices. In
this space the nonnegative definite matrices span
a convex cone. Furthermore, the convex hull of
the potential observations forms a convex polyhe-
dron in this space. The optimal solution is given by
the contact point between this polyhedron and the
cone.

In Elfving’s last-mentioned papers he also gives
the maximal number of different observations con-
tained in the optimal A- and As-designs. For the
latter design the optimality criterion is the sum of
the variances of s (out of k) parameter estimates.
These maximal numbers go back to an earlier re-
sult given by Chernoff (1953). In my thesis (Fell-
man, 1974, Chapter 4), I was able to prove that the
convexity argument holds under more general con-
ditions. Furthermore, I gave the maximal numbers
of different observations in the singular case.

These ideas proposed by Elfving started a se-
quence of results concerning design criteria. The
numerous papers by Kiefer and Wolfowitz, of which
some (Kiefer, 1959, 1961, 1962, 1974; Kiefer and
Wolfowitz, 1959, 1960, 1964) are given in the list of
references, play a central role in the development
of this part of the theory. Essential contributions of
these papers are equivalence theorems concerning
optimality criteria for different design problems.
Further generalizations in this domain of opti-
mal design theory are due to Pukelsheim (cf., e.g.,
Pukelsheim, 1993).

Generalizations of Elfving’s results in order to
drop the assumptions of nonsingularity of the in-
formation matrices and differentiability of the de-
sign criteria appear in a sequence of later papers
by other authors—for example, Karlin and Studden
(1966), Fellman (1974, 1980, 1985), Silvey (1978),
Pukelsheim (1983, 1993), Pukelsheim and Tittering-
ton (1983) and Gaffke (1985).

A more general problem was considered by Elfv-
ing himself in the paper “Geometric allocation
theory” (1954b). In my opinion, Elfving’s successors
have not paid enough attention to this paper. Here,
Elfving combines experiments in a more general
way by allocating sets of correlated observations.
He also considers singular design matrices and he
eliminates this problem by a linear transformation

of the parameter vector. After the transformation,
there remains a reduced set of estimable parame-
ters. Apparently Elfving was aware of the problems
which are caused by singular experiments. How-
ever, his proposed transformation is no general
solution of the singularity problem in optimal de-
sign theory. The optimality criterion can be, and
often will be, ill-behaved at the optimal point. Espe-
cially, differentiability cannot be assumed. This is
a consequence of the fact that an experiment which
is optimal for parameter estimation often consists
of very few distinct observations. Furthermore,
the singularity, that is, the set of non- estimable
parametric functionals, may vary over the set of
designs. Under such circumstances, a universal
transformation for the whole set of designs usually
cannot be found. My opinion is supported by the
fact that the problems connected with singularity
have occupied so many of Elfving’s successors. In
Fellman (1985) the singularity problem is reviewed
in greater detail.

The other papers by Elfving are less general. In
Elfving (1956) and in Elfving (1957a), Elfving con-
siders the optimal experimental design when the
observations are nonrepeatable. The main result is
that the solution of this design problem is a hyper-
plane condition quite similar to the well-known con-
dition obtained for the standard C-optimal design.

Elfving (1957b) considers the estimation of main
parameter contrasts in incomplete block designs.
His result is that balancedness is the necessary and
sufficient condition for the incomplete block design
to be a minimax design.

I conclude this short review of Elfving’s contri-
bution to optimal experimental design theory with
his own review. In a paper in the Harald Cramér
Volume (Elfving, 1959), Elfving gives a short but
well-written and comprehensive synthesis of his
own contributions and of the state of the art at that
time. I can warmly recommend this paper to ev-
eryone who wishes to become acquainted with the
early history of optimal design theory in general
and especially with Elfving’s contributions.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Elfving was a central member of the small group
which laid the foundations of the theory of optimal
design. This group left their marks on the entire
theory of today. Elfving was primarily interested in
fundamental ideas. He was less interested in at-
tempts to obtain the utmost generality. He marked
the path and the generalizations were left to his suc-
cessors. Therefore, he was able to carry through his
studies with a minimum of mathematical sophis-
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tication. Often standard calculus and basic matrix
algebra were enough. In consequence, the central
ideas in his papers are not obscured by overwhelm-
ing outworks of mathematical technicalities. This
fact and his personal talent for writing lucid texts
make his papers elegant and highly readable.
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